Carlotta--A Pioneer Family Named It

Vances' Woodland In Exotic Setting

By CHET SCHWARTZ

Vance Range is a glen-sidel bedded in the Van Dorn river, near 28 miles from Eureka. A gold rush, led down from the surrounding hills, and a good stream. Vance wood, flows through its evergreen vegetation. A host noted for its beauty, the community of Carlotta, stands proud.

In earlier years, when the miners were in their heyday, there was little concern for such luxuries as electricity. Vance wood was the main source of power, the mills ran prosperously, and the community was self-sufficient.

Today, the Vance Range is a peaceful retreat, where nature reigns supreme. The lush vegetation and streams attract many tourists, who come to enjoy the serene environment.

PEOPLE IN CARLotta

Carla C. Vance, born 1935, runs the family's ranch, which has been in the family for generations. She inherited her love for nature from her parents, who were pioneers in the area.

Carla's father, Jack Vance, was a founder of the town and had a vision for its future. He believed in the importance of preserving the natural beauty of the area and worked hard to ensure that it remained unspoiled.

Carla is the fourth generation of her family to live in Carlotta, and she carries on her family's legacy by maintaining the ranch and preserving the natural beauty of the area.

FEEL BETTER O WORK BETTER

Carlotta's comfortable hotel is a reminder of recent days.

The Robert Fishers' lovely home near Carlotta.

Vance Range, where founding family lives.

Carlotta's beautiful hotel is a reminder of recent days.

Historic Carlotta hotel, on site of early day Indian attack.

Strony's Station was a stopover for stagecoaches.

Mark Mitchell company's fine modern mill at work, Carlotta.

Loading lumber into freight cars in old-town.

View across scenic Vance ranch, where founding family lives.